Network steganography consists of different steganographic technics that utilize network protocols for hiding data. We present nine new covert channels which utilize the new standard, HTTP/2, and which can be used regardless its transport carrier (TLS or clear TCP). These covert channels use a protocol feature that has dual nature (for example, no padding can be represented in two ways); or a feature that is not mandatory (as streams prioritization and dependencies); or random value field (as PING frame payload field); or there is no strict rule how to obtain new values for some fields (as stream identifiers). As far as we know, this is the first research about hiding data in HTTP/2. Also, we give a small survey of existing covert channels that can be created using HTTP/1.x, with the analysis do they work or not work with the HTTP/2.
Introduction
Network steganography is the art of hiding secret data in legitimate transmissions in communication networks without destroying the used hidden data carrier [1] . Usually it deploys different network protocols as carriers, while trying to conceal the presence of hidden data from network devices. The main area of study in the modern steganography, consequently are in the network steganography, also, are the covert channels. A covert channel is any communication channel that can be exploited by a process to transfer information in a manner that violates the systems security policy [2] . Network-based covert channels can be used illegally to coordinate distributed denial of service attacks or spreading of malware (e.g., the worm W32. Morto used DNS records to communicate with its command and control server), for secret communication between terrorists and criminals, industrial espionage, but also legally, for circumvention of the limitation in using Internet in some countries (e.g., Infranet [3] ), secure network management communication [4] , copyright protection, etc.
One possible classification of network steganography methods is given in [5] , where three broad groups are separated:
• Methods that modify protocol data unit (PDU), including fields with protocol control information from protocol header or/and the protocol payload.
• Methods that modify the structure of PDU streams, by PDU reordering, intentional losses, use of inter-packet delays, modification of timestamps, etc.
• Hybrid methods, which involve a combination of previous two types of me- b) Server push: If the server has a knowledge that some resources are needed and will be requested later for a given web site, the server can send these resources without a request, and the client will cache the resources till later; c) Header compression: HTTP header size is drastically reduced using special frames and compression; d) Stream dependencies and priorities: The client can indicate to the server, which of the streams are more important than the others, and need to be delivered first.
HTTP/2 is the newest member of the TCP/IP protocol suite built with security in mind, but still in his design there are many dualities, that can be used for building covert channels. These dualities come from the possibilities that some feature can be obtained in more than one way, or deployment of that feature is not mandatory. Interesting, designers of HTTP/2 learned how to deal with covert channels that use the header fields with random padding or reserved fields, by setting them to zero, or with covert channels that use PDU reordering, by making the order of the frames for header block to matter, but still they leave many ways how to build a covert channel. In this paper, we present several covert channels that can be created using the HTTP/2. The main HTTP/2 functio-nalities and concepts are presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents different existing covert channels that can be created using HTTP/1.x, additionally with the explanation do they work/not work with the new version also. The main Section 4 describes nine groups of new covert channels in HTTP/2, that can be used regardless its transport carrier (TLS or clear TCP).
How HTTP/2 Works?
HTTP/2 retains the same semantics as HTTP/1.1 and does not make any changes in its basic concepts and functionality. It provides an optimized transportation mechanism for HTTP/1.1 requests/responses by changing the syntax how these semantics are conveyed. The main difference between the two protocols is that HTTP/2 is a binary protocol. HTTP/2 connection is a TCP connection between client and server which consists of three elements:
• Stream: A bidirectional flow that carries messages between the endpoints;
• Message: Logical HTTP message consisting of one or more frames;
• Frame: The smallest unit of communication that carries the specific type of data.
HTTP/2 connection can carry many independent bidirectional streams, where many streams can exchange messages in parallel. Each message is separated into RST STREAM and GOAWAY frames contain error codes that are used for indication of errors relating to any particular stream or for the entire connection.
The order in which frames are sent from one stream is of great importance, because the recipient processes within the order in which they are received.
HTTP/2 connection is initiated by the client by first sending a request to the server to determine whether the server supports HTTP/2. This process is different for "http" and "https" URIs, where identification of protocols is made with different identifiers. String "h2" is used to identify use of HTTP/2 over TLS and When the server does not support HTTP/2, it responds with an HTTP 1.1 response where the Upgrade header field is absent. On the contrary, by sending a 101 Switching Protocols response, the server confirms the upgrade and begins sending HTTP/2 frames. As a final confirmation of the protocol, the client and the server must establish the settings of the connection by sending different connection preface. The client connection preface starts with fix 24-octets sequence, followed by a potentially empty SETTINGS frame, and the server answers with connection preface which consists of a potentially empty SETTINGS frame. After establishment of the connection, the client and the server exchange frames of any type. By sending GOAWAY frame the endpoints gracefully close the connection and after receiving all frames from previously establish streams, data are no longer sent. For closing any particular stream, either endpoint can send: RST STREAM frame or frame that contains END STREAM flag.
Covert Channels in Previous Versions of the HTTP/2
One interesting feature of HTTP in the protocol description is the absence of limits on the sizes of the URI string, HTTP header or HTTP message body. can be a binary zero). This is suppresed in HTTP/2 by requirement that requests and responses with invalid header names and with characters not permitted in a header field values, must be treated as malformed. Intermediary nodes must not forward a malformed request or response. Also, because header names are case-insensitive in the HTTP/1.x, one can use different capitalization for the header field values for covert channel [8] . This cannot be done in HTTP/2, because the header fields names must be converted to lowercase prior to their encoding in HTTP/2. Other three methods presented by Dyatlov and Castro [8] that use HTTP header fields reordering, their presence/absence when is possible (e.g., Accept-Encoding header field), and HTTP message body can be extended to HTTP/2 also.
Alman [9] showed that due to a weakness in the CONNECT method in the HTTP protocol, arbitrary connection can be made through an HTTP proxy server. These HTTP tunnels are not restricted only to the ports 80 and 443, but they are capable of passing any outbound traffic on any TCP port as long as the client warps the appropriate HTTP CONNECT header around the data stream.
There are many tools for tunneling different protocols over HTTP, like Corkscrew [10] , which tunnels SSH over HTTP proxy. These are examples of cross-protocol attacks, when an attacker causes a client to submit a request in one protocol to a server that understands a different protocol, and this request to be valid in the second protocol also. The clear text version of HTTP/2 does not offer sufficient protection against these kinds of attacks, but in RFC 7540 is stated: "Completing a TLS handshake with an ALPN identifier for HTTP/2 can be considered sufficient protection against cross-protocol attacks".
Bauer [11] suggests a protocol "Muted Posthorn" that allows to create an anonymous overlay network by exploiting the web browsing activities of regular users. The protocol uses five HTTP/HTML mechanisms: redirects, cookies, Referer headers, HTML elements and Active contents.
Van Horenbeeck [12] implemented a tool Wondjina that creates a bidirectional covert channel using the HTTP ETag and If-None-Match header fields, which allows a client to verify whether its local cached copy is still current.
When a specific document is served, the web server is allowed to include an ETag header field that contains a string which describes the page, without a specification how it should look like. Upon first retrieval, the client caches both the page and its ETag. If-None-Match is primarily used in conditional GET requests to enable efficient updates of cached information with a minimum amount of transaction overhead. When a client desires to update one or more stored responses that have entity-tags, the client should generate an If-None-Match header field containing a list of currently cached ETags, when making a GET request.
The author suggests also a Content-MD5 header field to be used for sending 128 bits of secret data per HTTP message in one way. But this header field has been removed from the protocol specification from 2014 (RFC 7231).
Duncan and Martina [13] suggest modulating the least significant bits of the date-based fields such as Date and Last-Modified in HTTP response and use of Content-Location header field, which is designed to provide an alternative URL for the resource currently being accessed. Eßer and Freiling [14] suggest covert timing channel using HTTP, in which a web server sends covert data to a client by delaying a response (binary 1) or responding immediately (binary 0).
Infranet [3] is a framework which uses covert channels in HTTP to circumvent censorship in the Internet in some countries. Infranet's web servers receive covert requests for censured web pages encoded as a sequence of HTTP requests to harmless web pages and return their content hidden inside harmless images using steganography.
Another covert channel for HTTP 1.1 and up, given by Graniszewski, et al [15] , uses Trailer field in the HTTP header for hiding data. The Trailer response header field allows the sender to include additional fields at the end of chunked messages in order to supply metadata that might be dynamically generated while the message body is sent, such as a message integrity check, digital signature, or post-processing status.
Covert Channels in the HTTP/2
There are several ways how one can create new covert channels in HTTP/2. For this purpose, usually we use a protocol feature that has dual nature, i.e., the same feature can be obtained in more than one way, the feature is not mandatory, there exist a random value field, or there is no strict rule how to obtain new values for some fields.
Covert Channel Using Padding
Three frames in HTTP/2, DATA, HEADERS and PUSH PROMISE frames, use padding as a security feature to obscure the size of messages. It is provided to mitigate specific attacks within HTTP, like BREACH, where compressed content includes both attacker-controlled plaintext and secret data. Another way to mitigate these attacks is by disabling or limiting the compression. Padding octets must be set to zero when used, to prevent other attacks. When padding is used, These two representations can be used as binary zero and one (Figure 3 ). In the RFC 7540 one can find that: "Intermediaries SHOULD retain padding for DATA frames, but MAY drop padding for HEADERS and PUSH PROMISE frames. A valid reason for an intermediary to change the amount of padding of frames is to improve the protections that padding provides". So, for DATA frames, no intermediaries will change padding, and this can be used as bidirectional one-bit covert channel per DATA frame between client and server.
Covert Channel Using Stream Identifiers
A stream identifier is presented by an unsigned 31-bit integer. The value 0 × 0 is reserved for connection control messages, and the value 0 × 1 is reserved for HTTP/1.1 request, prior to upgrading to HTTP/2. Odd-numbered stream identifiers are used for streams initiated by a client, and even numbered stream identifiers are used for streams initiated by the server. Any new stream must have a stream identifier greater than the stream identifiers of all opened or reserved In this way, for a long-lived connection, one side can transmit maximum between 2 29 − 1 (for all bits-binary 0) and 2 30 − 1 bits (for all bits-binary 1), without rising any anomaly. One limit on number of concurrently active streams can be introduced be either communication site using the SETTINGS MAX CONCURRENT STREAMS parameter within a SETTINGS frame. Initially, there is no limit to the value of this parameter, only a recommendation to be no smaller than 100. As active streams appear only streams in "open", "half closed (remote)", or "half closed (local)" states.
Covert Channel Using PING Frame
The PING frames can be sent from both sides, from the client and from the server, and they are associated only with stream identifier 0 × 0. They are used for determining whether an idle connection is still functional, and for measuring a minimal round trip time from the sender. The PING frame without ACK flag, must be acknowledged by sending a PING frame as a response with ACK bit set, Figure 4 . Representation of binary 0 and 1 with covert channel using stream identifiers.
with identical payload, and with higher priority. The payload of the PING frame can be any 64-bit number. There is no restriction, so one can create a covert channel by sending 64 bits per PING frame.
Covert Channels Using Stream Priorities and Dependencies
HTTP/2 use streams with or without assigning priorities, making them to be or not to be dependent on the competition of other streams. When there is a limited capacity for sending, the sender will make a selection of a stream for transmitting frame, based on priorities. Additionally, on each dependency is assigned a relative weight between 1 and 256. If several streams depend on the same stream, the weight will be used to determine the relative proportion of available resources that are assigned to them. All streams are initially non-exclusively dependent on the stream 0 × 0, and pushed streams initially depend on their associated stream. Default weight in both cases is 16.
Opening a stream is done by one HEADERS frame, which additionally can assign a priority to the stream. After that, the priority of a given stream can be changed, at any time, by PRIORITY frame. 
Covert Channels Using Different Number of Specific Kind of Frames
An HTTP request consists of:
• one HEADERS frame, followed by zero or more CONTINUATION frames, containing the header block; • zero or more DATA frames containing the payload body;
• optionally, one HEADERS frame, followed by zero or more CONTINUATION frames containing the trailer-part.
The structure of the HTTP response is similar, with additional zero or more HEADERS frames at the beginning, each followed by zero or more CONTINUATION frames, containing the header blocks of informational (1xx) HTTP responses.
Additionally, when PUSH PROMISE frame is used, the header block starts inside this frame, and it can be followed by zero or more CONTINUATION frames. Each header block is transmitted as a contiguous sequence of frames, with no interleaved frames of any other type or from any other stream, and with preservation of frame order. An important property that can be deployed for covert channel creation, is the fact that DATA and CONTINUATION frames are variable-length sequences of octets and they can be sent in different number.
So, we can create one covert channel using:
• odd number of DATA frames to be binary 1, and
• even number of DATA frames to be binary 0.
In this way, we can send at most one bit per stream in each direction, or at most n bits per HTTP/2 connection consisting of n streams, in each direction.
Similarly, we can create another covert channel using:
• odd number of CONTINUATION frames to be binary 1, and
• even number of CONTINUATION frames to be binary 0.
In this way, we can send at most two bits to the server and at most k bits to the client per stream, if there are k different HEADERS and PUSH PROMISE frames with CONTINUATION frames after, per stream. Or, at most 2n bits to the server, and at most kn bits to the client, per HTTP/2 connection consisting of n streams.
Covert Channel Using Cookie Header Field
For better compression efficiency, the HTTP/2, differently from the rules in HTTP/1.x, can allow separation of cookie-pairs from one Cookie header field into several Cookie header fields, each with one or more cookie-pairs. So, because of this duality, we can create a one directional covert channel from a client (which supports HTTP/2) to the server by:
• only one present Cookie header field to be binary 1, and
• more than one present Cookie header fields to be binary 0.
Normally, to do this, there must be at least two cookie-pairs. In this way, we can send at most n bits to the server, per HTTP/2 connection consisting of n streams.
Covert Channel Using SETTINGS Frames
SETTINGS frames are used in connection preface phase for configuring different connection specific parameters by both sides, but also, they can be sent at • SETTINGS ENABLE PUSH (0 × 2)-enabling/ disabling server push. The initial value is 1, which indicates that server push is allowed.
• SETTINGS MAX CONCURRENT STREAMS (0 × 3)-maximum number of concurrent streams that the sender will allow. Initially, there is no limit to this value.
• SETTINGS INITIAL WINDOW SIZE (0 × 4)-sender's initial window size, in octets, for stream-level flow control. The initial value is 2 16 − 1 octets.
• SETTINGS MAX FRAME SIZE (0 × 5)-size of the largest frame payload that the sender is willing to receive, in octets. The initial value is 2 14 octets.
• SETTINGS MAX HEADER LIST SIZE (0 × 6)-maximum size of header list that the sender is prepared to accept, in octets. Initially, there is no limit to this value.
We can define a covert channel using different values of these parameters. We can exclude the SETTINGS ENABLE PUSH parameter because of his Boolean nature and influence on the connection. For each other parameter we can define that • even Value field for a given parameter to be binary 0, and
• odd Value field for a given parameter to be binary 1.
Additionally, we can define an interval for changing these values, if this is necessary, for correct protocol functioning. So, we can send 5 bits per SETTINGS frame in one direction.
Covert Channel Using Flow Control
Flow control in HTTP/2 can be made on each individual stream or on the entire connection. This is made in hop-by-hop manner, not over the entire end-to-end path. Receiver, using credit based scheme, sends information to the sender about the amount of data that is prepared to receive, and the sender must respect these String literal representation has three fields: one bit flag H, which indicates whether or not the Huffman encoding is used, a String Length field, which is the number of octets used to encode the string literal and a String Data field with encoded data of the string literal. So, we can create one covert channel using the following:
• string literal with no encoding (field H = 0) to be binary 0, and
• string literal with encoding (field H = 1) to be binary 1.
If there are k string literals in the header block, one can send k bits per header block. For each TCP stream, there can be at most two header blocks in the HTTP request (at the beginning and at the end), and there can be at most two header blocks in the HTTP response (at the beginning and at the end).
There are three different representations of the literal header field: with incremental indexing (starts with binary sequence 01), without indexing (starts with binary sequence 0000), and never indexed (starts with binary sequence 0001 for encoding this header field. We can create another covert channel using the following:
• literal header field with incremental indexing or without indexing represen-tation to be binary 0, and • literal header field never indexed representation to be binary 1.
If there are k literal header fields in the header block, one can send k bits per header block.
Conclusions
HTTP/2, like many other network protocols, is prone to hiding data in it. Additionally, it belongs to the group of network protocols that will be used a lot in the following years, and its traffic will not raise any suspicions. So, it is important to identify possible ways of hiding data in it, and try to mitigate them. This paper deals with the first part, leaving others to try to find a solution for mitigating presented covert channels.
Further, people involved in protocol standardization process can work on the possibility to eliminate these covert channels. For example, one best practice in protocol design should be elimination of features with dual nature, i.e. not to leave anything to be done in more than one way.
Implementation of these covert channels and their testing in lab or real environment is leaved as future work.
